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Abstract— Everyone used the text password method for authentication. Authentication is used for information
security. For authentication user name and password is used by the user. Authentication means, it is the process of
identifying the user which is based on user name and the password. But takes passwords are susceptible to attackers ,
dictionary attacks, shoulder surfing and social Engineering. Text password are having number of problems so
graphical password is introduced. In graphical password, it has a shoulder surfing problem. In each session for
authentication a new password is generated by combining text with images or colors. For this system two techniques
are using to generate the session password by using text and colors. These techniques are opposed to shoulder surfing
attack. PDA(Personal Digital Assistant) is the application of this system.
Keywords— Authentication, session password, shoulder surfing, PDA, Dictionary Attack.
I. INTRODUCTION
The common method is used for authentication is the text password method. In this method user enter user name and
password. But in this method there are n number of problems because text passwords are easy to remember and simple.
But vulnerable for eves-droppers for access. So, there are dictionary attacks, shoulder surfing , brute force and social
engineering attack. Session passwords are complex and lengthy , it can make the system secure. But, this password can
be easily breake because all these passwords are short password, simple and easy to remember[1]. Another technology
for password is a graphical password, biometrics but both are having different disadvantages. There are number of
methods for biometrics such as finger print, iris scan, facial recognition, signature. But major disadvantage of biometrics
is that these systems can be costly. For graphical password there are number of methods used in last decades. In graphical
password there is also a big problem for shoulder surfing. Many people are using PDA’s to store confidential and
personal data like PIN number, passwords. For authentication there are 3 main categories as token based, Biometric
based and knowledge based authentication. Knowledge based authentication method is widely used for authentication
which include both text based and picture based password[2][6][9].
.
II. RELATED WORK
Dhamjia & perrig[2] proposed a graphical authentication scheme. . At the time of Registration user has to select
number of images from set of random pictures. After at the time of Login, user has to identify the images that pr-selected
at the time of registration. This system is susceptible to shoulder surfing.

Fig. 1 Images used by Dhamjia & perrig
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yukri[3] developed a new authentication scheme by user drawing the signature using mouse. This technique uses the
two stages, registration and verification. During the registration stages the user draw his signature with a mouse. System
extract the signature area after drawing the signature. In verification stage system takes the input of user signature and
extract the parameters of the signature, which draw at the time of registration stage

Fig. 2 Signature technique by Sukri
.
Jermyn[4] introduced a authentication technique called as “ Draw_a_Secret”(DAS). In this technique user has to draw
the signature by using mouse. Here user is needed to redraw the secret picture on a grid & if that drawing signature
touches the same sequence that means user is authenticated person. This technique is vulnerable to shoulder surfing.

Fig. 3 DAS technique by Jermyn
Wiedenback[5] introduced a graphical password scheme because there are number of problems on shoulder surfing. In
this technique user has to remember pass object & click in the convex hull formed of the pass objects.

Fig. 4 Example of convex hull
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Haichang[6] described a new shoulder surfing resistant technique. As shown in the figure here user is needed to draw a
curve across the password images orderly rather than clicking on them directly because to confuse to attaker.

Fig. 5 Shoulder surfing technique
III.
PROJECT WORK
In this technique there are 3 phases : Registration phase, login phase and verification phase.First check user is
already registered or not if there is no registration then he will go through the registration else he will go for login phase.
Main functionality of this system is to provide security to the confidential data, folders, files in computing devices
through session password. During registration phase user enter his password in this phase or rate the colors in second
phase. During login phase the user has to enter password based on the interface displayed on the screen.
A. Pair-Based authentication scheme
At the time of registration user submit his password and minimum length of password character is 8 and it should
contain even numbers is called as secret pass[8][9]. By using secret pass session password is generated. At the time of
login phase user enter his username and the grid is displayed. The grid size of 8x8 and it consist of alphabets, Special
characters and numbers. At any session that are placed randomly on the grid.Depending upon the secret pass, the
password entered by the user. Pair of secret pass has to consider by user so session password consist of alphabets, special
characters and digits.

Fig. 6 Login Grid with Intersection character
For secret pass user has to consider the password in terms of pairs. From the pair, user has to select the 1 st letter from the
row and 2nd letter from the column. Select the intersection point of the row and the column , this is the part of the session
pass. In this way repeat this procedure for all the pairs of session pass. When user enter the password that is verified by
the server to authenticate the user. If the password is valid then n users are authenticated and enter in to the system.
B. Hybrid textual authentication scheme
At the time of registration phase user should rate the colours from 1 to 8 colours from the color grid which is called
as hybrid textual password. For different colours we can give the same rating.
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During login phase, user enter his user name, an interface is displayed which is based on colours which are selected
by user. In login phase grid of size 8x8 & it contains digits 1to 8 paced randomly in grid cells. Grid has 4 pair of colours
and each pair of colour represent row & column of grid. In this phase user will get the session password based on the
ratings given to colours. Session password is the intersection of the row and column of the grid. Here colour grid get
randomizes so the session password changes for every section.

Fig. 7 Colour rating
IV.
CONCLUSION
In this technique user generate the session password by using two authentication scheme based on text and colors.
For PDA’s this technique opposed to dictionary attack, brute force, shoulder surfing. This technique can be verified
usability and effectiveness.
V.
FUTURE SCOPE
This technique can be used to develop any windows application or external authen -tication to connect the
application to a database. PBKDF2 can be used for cryptography of session password.
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